
Clever High-Low Poker™
For 2 to 10 Players

 Description Clever High-Low Poker™ doubles the fun of a classic poker game by 
allowing players to compete for both the highest and lowest hand in 
every round!

 Best With Series 641 Dual Value Playing Cards™

	 Setup	 As in standard poker, the CLEVER dealer declares the rules for play, 
such as how Aces rank or if there are any wild cards. The dealer 
also decides how the pot will be split between the winners of the 
highest and lowest hands. We suggest five card stud or draw, no 
wild cards and a two-thirds / one-third split of the pot. 

 Play Arrange the cards in your hand so that your strongest poker hand 
is displayed with the values on the top of your cards. The values on 
the bottom of your cards will be what you play for your lowest 
poker hand. (If your highest hand isn’t very strong, arrange your 
cards looking for your lowest hand.) Bet according to the dealer’s 
choice.

 Series 641 Listed below, from strongest to weakest, are possible five card stud 
poker hands specific to Series 641 Dual Value Playing Cards™. New 
hands are listed in red. Hands moving up in relative strength from 
standard poker are noted with an arrow.

Royal Straight Flush............. 96
Five of a Kind..................... 658
Straight Flush.................... 870
Four of a Kind............... 36,985

➡ None............................ 53,331
➡ Flush.......................... 113,394

Full House................... 154,706
Straight...................... 180,399
Three of a Kind............ 418,239

➡ One Pair...................... 792,454
Two Pair...................... 847,828

	 Winning	 The winner is the player with the most money / chips / matchsticks 
when the snacks run out. A CLEVER player will gauge the snack 
consumption rate and bet accordingly.

 Variation Combine Clever High-Low Poker™ and Zig Poker™ to play “Clever 
High-Low Zig Poker”! (See Zig Poker™ rules for list of Zig Poker™ 
hand rankings.)
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 Series 137 Listed below, from strongest to weakest, are possible five card stud 
poker hands specific to Series 137 Dual Value Playing Cards™. New 
hands are listed in red. Hands moving up in relative strength from 
standard poker are noted with an arrow.

Royal Straight Flush............120
Five of a Kind..................... 728
Straight Flush.................... 992

➡ None............................ 33,058
Four of a Kind............... 40,024

➡ Flush.......................... 161,306
Full House................... 169,660
Straight...................... 198,286
Three of a Kind............ 421,863

➡ One Pair...................... 685,139
Two Pair...................... 887,784
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